
 

ADVENTURE OUTDOOR FEST 2018 - #DOLOMEET 

#DOLOMEET Let's meet at the Adventune Outdoor Fest  

#DOLOMEET is the hashtag of the sixth edition of the Adventure Outdoor Fest. It underlines the 

specialty of this Festival as a place to meet, share, exchange and most of all practise sport. Participants 

can test their skills in the many activities lined up in the programme and deepen themes related to nature 

and outdoor lifestyle.  

A unique sharing experience in the heart of the Dolomites where the passion for travels and discovery 

meet the desire to overcome one's own physical and mental limit. All will be conveyed and described 

through the stories of the athletes and guests and through live performances, cinema and photography.  

It’s a new, alternative and sustainable way of tourism that attracts professional athlets, passionate 

adventurers, outdoor lovers among the rest while promoting the charming area of San Candido and its 

surroundings. 

 

LOT OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES IN THE HEART OF THE DOLOMITES  

The Adventure Outdoor Fest 2018 will run from 27 June to 1 July, with a programme full of 

activities, courses and workshops on Climbing, Mountaineering, Trail Running, Trekking, Yoga and 

Acroyoga, Slackline, Indofit, Aerial Silk, Parkour, Bikes and even Barefoot Walking.  

Among the highlights of this edition are the Yogadventure project, with seminars and courses taught by 

teachers from the best schools of Yoga, and the Trekking Night with the ABA Concert at sunrise. 

Finalist of the seventh edition of X Factor and passionate about sports and mountains, ABA will entertain 

us with her blues, soul and jazz voice accompanied by Carlo De Bei, on guitar. 

It’s a pleasure to confirm the second edition of the 3 Cime Street Boulder Contest, an event that since 

its debut last year, it has managed to attract a large passionate community of climbers, amateurs and 

professionals. The competition will be on Saturday 30 June and will gather climbers from all over Italy 

and abroad, to climb the walls of the city center. 

For the trail running lovers, in addition to the sunset /night run, there will be the Trail2Days, a two-day 

adventure that combines run, nature, tent and tales under the stars in the beautiful scenery of the Natural 

Park of the Tre Cime. 

For the first time it’s scheduled a video workshop conducted by Pier Francesco Macchi, a professional 

photographer, who will teach the secrets of video making using different cameras or even simply a smart 

phone. 

An Instameet could not be missed. Igers_Suedtirol and IgersItalia will guide a trek to discover the 

natural beauties of the area followed by an aperitif at the Dolomyhtos Museum. 

A full packed programme of activities suitable for everyone, either for those who want to experience the 

adrenaline of climbing the Three Peaks of Lavaredo, or for those who want to attend a Yoga class, 

connect with nature by walking barefoot, or relax with a Zen massage. Even children will have the 

chance to prove themselves and join many courses tailored specifically for them! 

 

NEW COMMUNICATION MEDIUMS OF THE OUTDOOR WORLD  

The Adventure Outdoor Fest, the most famous adventure festival in Italy, is a pioneer on many levels, 

and this year it has expanded its connections to new way of engaging with the public, increasing the 

number of guests and opening the doors to new platforms with the project, created in collaboration with 



Mountain Blog, named "CLOUDS". 

It is a space where a selected group of bloggers, social influencers, outdoor sport passionates, 

adventurers and travellers will come togheter with the porpose of connecting, sharing their experiences, 

developing new ideas and projects as well as getting in touch with athlets and managers of companies of 

the outdoor sector. Orazio Spoto, general secretary and founder of Instagramers Italia, will lead a talk, 

open to all, about sport and social media where he will discuss the connections between the world of the 

outdoor activities with its communication on Instagram.Igers Italia, in addition to the InStameet 

(#DoloMeet) scheduled for Saturday 30 June, it will also organize the first edition of the national 

challenge #MyAdventureOutdoor. 

Everybody can take part to the event with a photo that captures a glimpse of an adventure, being it a 

sport action or somehow related to adventure itself: preparation, effort, smiles, sharing, environment, 

nature. 

 

GET INSPIRED: MEETINGS, CINEMA AND GUESTS  

The Adventure Outdoor Fest will open on Wednesday 27 June with the Dolomiti Unesco Day, a day of 

events organized in collaboration with the Dolomiti Unesco Foundation, represented at the Festival by 

the President Marcella Morandini and the journalist Fausta Slanzi. 

At the ‘Incontri D'Altr (r) a Quota’, after the cooking show performed by chef Markus Holzer and a 

tasting of the typical products from South Tyrol, there will be a conference about the challenges and 

future opportunities of the Dolomites being 9 years already passed after the recognition of the UNESCO 

9 Dolomites systems. A screening of an episode of the documentary ‘Dolomite, Mountain-Men-Stories’ 

will follow, presented by the author Piero Badaloni. 

The evening of Thursday 28 June, will be dedicated to the 200 years of GRIVEL, Italian excellence in 

the production of mountain equipment, and its AD, Oliviero Gobbi, will comment some videos and talk 

about the big adventure that led Grivel write the history of mountaineering. At the end of the evening 

there will be the Award Ceremony of the international Adventure Movie Awards, which every year 

selects and showcase the best adventure short movies from all over the world. Among the awards are the 

Grivel Golden Ax Award, the Dolomythos Award and the Best Photography Award. 

On Friday 29 more adventure and travels with the guides of Kailas travel & trekking and their stories 

on the most amazing places they have visited in 20 years of activity. 

Friday will also be an opportunity to get to know an exceptional trail runner, and a passionate activist for 

the defense of the planet. Clare Gallagher, Patagonia ambassador, will tell us about the project 

"Protecting Trail across the World" that combines her passion for running with her mission to protect 

the environment. 

Friday will end with the writer Erri De Luca, in an evening called #upsidedowntime, in which his 

passion for the mountains will be the starting point to a deeper conversation touching more personal and 

intimate aspects of everyone’s life. 

 

Saturday 30 is the 3Cime Street Boulder Contest day and the chance to meet a living legend of female 

bouldering, Anna Stöhr. She is an athlete of the pro Mammut team, twice World Champion (Arco 2011 

and Aviles 2007), European Champion in 2013 and 2010 and four times winner of the World Cup (2013, 

2012, 2011, 2008).  

Anna will tell us about her love for nature, her passion for skiing, mountain biking, travelling, cinema, 

good coffee and, above all, the reason why climbing is her life. 

 

The day will end with a Pool Party, organized in collaboration with Acquafun, with lot of music, 

slackline, aerial silk show  and... much fun! 

 

Many athletes and guests will be present on the days of the Outdoor Fest Fest, such as Michele 

Evangelisti, who will participate at the run at sunset and will guide the Trail 2 Days; Anna 

Oberparleiter, MTB champion and Silverskin testimonial; the rider Maurizio Deflorian; Andrea 

Bianchi, who will guide the Barefoot Walking workshop and present his latest book ‘The Land under 



the feet’;  Michael Bolognini, DryHeat testimonial  and guide of the ‘baby explorers’course at the 

festival; the explorer Michael Wachtler, presentating his book, an exclusive video and the inauguration 

of the exhibition ‘the Gold of The Alps’; the One Project Research and the Kailas Viaggi team; Luca 

Matteraglia and Filip Schenk Scarpa athletes; the Explore Climbing team; Daniel Rogger and the 

guides of the Alpinschule Drei Zinnen; 10 Yoga and AcroYoga teachers; Slackliners; the Indoboard 

team and several important photographers and videomakers.   

 

We are sure that their stories and adventures will move and inspire you and we are looking forward to 

seeing you even just for a chat in front of a good beer!   

 

OUR ADVENTURE PARTNERS  

The 2018 edition present a new location for the Festival village where, in addition to the partner expo 

area, a special boulder wall will be installed, thanks to the partnership with Alpenverein Südtirol, the 

same boulder wall used for the last Italian Cup finals. Other areas of the village will be: an outdoor 

meeting area, an Adventure Bar with local specialties, vegan dishes included, an area for yoga and 

slackline activities, cinema-theater for meetings and Adventure Camping. 

Many suspended tents by TENTSILE ITALIA will be installed in the town during the festival and for 

those wishing to sleep in the trees, it is possible to book for the experience at the Dobbiaco Lake camping. 

Many important Partners are present this year at San Candido: GRIVEL, in addition to the appointment 

over 200 years of activity, will create, for this occasion, a limited edition of 200 Twin Gate signed 

Adventure Outdoor Fest. PATAGONIA, with the Warn Wear Tour, will offer free repairs to garments 

of any brand to raise awareness and encourage customers to maximize the life of their clothes.  SCARPA 

confirms its presence with its latest models of climbing shoes and with fantastic prizes and gadgets for 

the participants at the 3 Cime Street Boulder Contest. Beautiful gadgets also by MAMMUT, present 

with the athlete Anna Stöhr, and by E9 that will enrol one of its top climber to the contest. The climbing 

brands GENTIC and SKYLOTECH, new entry for the Italian market, will be present in San Candido 

together with VAUDE. FERRINO will provide tents to the Adventure Camping on the days of the 

festival and also tents to the couples who will participate at the Trail2Days. DRY HEAT will make the 

official technical gilet, higlhy acclaimed, while ROCK EXPERIENCE will sign the T-shirt of the 

Festival. This year the Yogadventure teachers will be dressed by PRANA and its colorful clothes. The 

staff of the festival will wear the official bracelet made by LASKO and a comfortable "porta-tutto" 

CAZZARUL by IACO. There will be many other selected exhibitors at the village such as 

SILVERSKIN, ACROCHET, and GEBO Mountain.  

MANUEL CAFFE confirms its presence as the event's official coffee, highly appreciated by the public 

and ubsolutely vital for the Staff, while the beer, to refresh the most thirsty, will be the legendary FORST.  

 

Put the dates on your agenda, the Adventure Outdoor Fest is thrilled to welcome you in San Candido 

from June 27 to July 1 - #DOLOMEET 

 

ADVENTURE OUTDOOR ITALIA 

www.adventureoutdoorfest.com 

info@adventureoutdoorfest.com 

http://www.adventureoutdoorfest.com/
mailto:info@adventureoutdoorfest.com


www.3cimeclimb.com 

http://www.3cimeclimb.com/

